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Weekend
March 8, 1974
1/MO's 'Week That Was'
at the State House
pp. 2&5
MaineCampus
Vol. 77 No. 25
President Nixon says the back of the crisis
has been broken, but that will probably only
increase the lack of traction suffered by most
motorists. Oil companies are raising their
prices, gas station lines are getting longer,
and tempers are getting shorter. Break out
the Bromo Seltzer, the gas pains haven't
stopped. See the feature on pages 7-8 and
see why our get up and go hasn't come back.
•
•-r
•
Fiscal budget approved,
House scraps pub help
by Jeff Beebe
The University of Maine•s Board of
trustees was vindicated for their support
of the Wilde-Stein Club on the floor of the
Maine House of Representatives last night
as the House approved $35.4 million of the
Super-U's 1974-75 budget.
Two-thirds of the House. 101 members.
were required to approve final enactment
of the current services portion of the state
budget, in which the university's budget
was included. After two hours of debate.
the first roll call showed 97 proponents and
34 opponents present. Brief debate
followed a motion to reconsider, and a
second vote was taken.
The final tally was 101-34. The second
vote was not a roll call, and the individual
votes are not noted for the public record.
The act now goes to the 33-chair State
Senate.
Orono tepiesentative Ted Curtis told
The Campus most of the debate was
focused on the issues at UMO.
"It was an attempt to intimidate the
university %%stem. to spank the hands of
the Trustee, and the campuses for
condoning the Wilde-Stein Club." he
claimed. "But my colleagues didn't buy
it.
Opposition to the enactment was led by
Rodney Ross of Bath. Lewis Jalben of
Lewiston. and Francis B.B. Brawn of
Oakland.
Jalben earlier had brought up a
resolution asking the Maine Supreme
Judicial Court to rule on whether the Board
of Trustees may deny university facilities
to a campus organization. but it was
tabled, and thus did not affect the budget
action.
The Trustees were asked this week by
members of the legislature to reconsider
their position regarding the Wilde-Stein
Club's Apr. 20 convention. The.. refused to
do so.
Senate President Kenneth MacLeod of
Brewer said the Trustees action was
endangering the university's budget and
the fund driye now underway. If the
Trustees had rescinded their action
allowing the conference to proceed, a
supreme court ruling would have inevitably
followed the law suit that would result from
that action. Instead. Thursday's order was
designed to force the court to rule.
The Trustees standing in the eyes of the
101 representatives who voted in favor of
Praree..9,-
'msg.
nacting Part I. current scr% ices. of
Maine's budget was summed up by Rep.
Frank J. Murray of Bangor: "We knew we
shouldn't force the Trustees into changing
their decision: we shouldn't interpret what
the U.S. Constitution says in regard to free
speech and freedom of assembly, which is
what it's all about...
The $35.3 million was included in Part I
of the state's $173.1 million fiscal budget.
but the budget could not have been picked
apart section by section in the final
enactment stage. Part II. which will go
through the picking apart stage. known as
"engrossment." holds only slightly more
than $1 million for the university.
Murray said the uni%ersity budget ma%
ha% c suffered had Part I gone through the
engrossment stage in light of the
controversies now centered around UMO.
UMO did suffer this week, however. as a
bill to allow the Trustees to hold a
corporate liquor license was defeated
Wednesday by a wide margin. 82-55.
Murra% sponsored the bill on behalf of the
UM() Food Service and the Student
Senate.
The bill was aimed at speeding the
development of the on-campus pub which
has been in the planning stages for more
than two years.
But the pub is not dead.
"We can live without that bill."
emphasized Student Senate Vice President
Ted O'Meara. "We will have a pub."
Now. O'Meara and the pub committee
he chairs are still waiting for a
constitutional ruling from the attorney
general's office in Augusta. That office will
adjudicate conflicting claims regarding the
university's right as a corporation to hold a
liquor license.
"Our lawyers think we have a case, but
the liquor commission doesn't think so."
explains O'Meara. "If the attorney general
says no. UMO can't run the pub, we'll go
q ff campus to get someone to come do the
job.
"If the bill had passed. it would have
cleared up any constitutional problems and
allowed the liquor commission to move
ahead.•• continued O'Meara. The license
application. now before the liquor
commission under the name of Howard R.
Neville. was approved unanimously by the
Orono .fown Council.
Murray described his bill as a "control
measure." and looked back to the original
• TRUSTEES • see page 3
A prize for doodling? -
Winners of the recent
Graffiti Contest, spon-
sored by MUAB, were
bottom to top. Brenda
Hum with the first prize
plaque won by Balentine
Nall, Mary Jo Cross
representing second
place winner Penobscot
Hall. and Dana Chase
representing third prize
winner Cumberland
Hall.
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Wnen of Maine convened
Wednesday to discuss problems,
festivals, and politics, in the
Memorial Union. The key
achievement of the meeting was
the beginning of a petition to
discredit the UMO Beaut)
Contest. karpen Phon,
Women hope for creation
Of women s
„MO and community women mei
Wednesday night for the first time in more
than a semester to discuss women's
concerns ranging from film and art
festivals to women's centers.
Approximately. 70 women attended the
informal gathering in Memorial Union
during which projects were planned for the
semester. Joan Shagoury, Student Health
cenji,l• psychologist, mentioned the
possibility ot creating a women's yellow
pages. The yellow pages would contain
information such as gynecologists. divorce
counselors, day care centers and anything
else of relevance to women.
New courses being offered next year of
interest to women will be "Women of
Maine. "a biographical look at some well-
Know n Maine omen. "Women in
Society ." an anthropological and historical
look at women. and "Portraits of Women...
Spruce Run. a project already begun in
the Bangor .trL•a to help women in trouble.
If it
111 11.4
will be continued with the help of
unicersity and community colunteers.
Spruce Run is a new organiiation formed to
help women and children in times of
maritial crisis and co-ordinate the various
tvpes of aid needed in the transitional
stages of a dissolving marriage.
The long range goal of Spruce Run is to
have a 24-hour retreat center, along with
information and day tare services
available. Margaret Danielson. an
instructor in English at UMB, is also
interested in creating a women's center
and has applied for Title I funds to finance
it.
A petition is being circulated by a group
of UMO women objecting to the upcoming
UMO Kcaut Conte'st, sponsored by. Delta
Upsilon fraternity . The pageant. scheduled
for March 22 in Hauck Auditorium, boasts
a S300 scholarship for the w inner. The
group of women opposing the pageant feel
that the arbitrary standard of the "ideal
woman" is not alid.
On the other hand
Wilde-Stein expected to air
rebuttal to Gass' attack
In accordance with the Federal
Communication Commissions's Fairness
Doctrine. WLBZ has responded facorably
to a written request by the Wilde-Stein
Club to answer what the club calls
"malicious and distorted charges" made
against it by Rev. Robert Gass on his
Sundac broadcast "Glad Tidings."
A spokesman for the Wilde-Stein Club
said he receiyed a letter from the
WLBZ- TV management yesterday ex-
tending an invitation for the club members
to meet with station officials to work out
details of going on the air to rebut Rey.
Gass's charges.
No specific time has been set up for the
club by WLBZ, and a spokesman for the
television station said he would release no
comment concerning what type of format
would be offered to the gays, or the length
of time they will be permitted to speak.
"Ecerything is pretty iffy right at the
moment. and I'm not going to make any
comment concerning their (the club's) air
time until we have a meeting. Right now
they haven't had time to respond to the
letter sent by us." he said.
The spokesman for the W-S C explained
that the group is not familiar with the
process involved in presenting a rebuttal
over the air, and consequently was not sure
what type of format would be offered. He
added that WI.B1. offered to meet with the
club to discuss details at the club's
convenience.
The spokesman qualified the purpose of
the club's request by saying the gays had
no intention of pressuring WLBZ to take
"Glad Tidings off the air, but rather.
wanted only an opportunity to answer some
of Gass's charges.
••We won't be threatening Rev. Gass oft
the air, we respect his right to his opinion.
It's just that, from our point of view, his
comments constituted a very malicious and
distorted attack," he said.
Irving Hunter. WIBZ radio station
manager. emphasi/ed that the Wilde-Stein
Club is laboring under a misconception if it
thinks its letter to him concerning Rev.
Herman Frankland's attacks on the gays
caused the cancellation of his radio
program. "In Times Like These."
•'We cancelled that program because
the station owner. the Maine Braodeasting
Sc stem in Portland. decided that the place
for a religious program was not a Saturday
morning, and we have the right to cancel
any program at any time." Hunter said.
adding that the station also felt Frankland
was putting too many controcersial issues
on the air. a practice that would force the
station to seek out opposing ciews, under
RC guidelines. "The fact that cc u
cancelled the' show at the same time the
Wilde-Stein Club sent its letter is pure i‘
scuondarc.- Huntc r assurtud.
•
J
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I MA INE MASQUE
THEATRE
W. C. Fields, Marx Brothers 1 Trustees denied pub license
Three Stooges. . .
Old Film Shorts Backed Up By
HOKUM
Film Every Bandbreak,
Popcorn Available Every Monday
and Wednesday Night At
THE RENDEZVOUS
473 Wilson St Brewer
NO COVER CHARGE — NO COVER CHARGE
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SAMUEL BECKETT'S
; .
ENDGAME
(With loin' and (,o arid Pla‘
Tickets
Curtain at 8-15 PM
Memorial Union Box Office
On Sale 11 AM to 2 PM-Tel. 581-7557
Admission S2.00-UMO Students11.50
—or Season Coupons
• continued from page 2
bill he sponsored last fall to AMIN the sale of
alcoholic beverages at a secondary insitution.
"The bill we passed last year in the regular
session was relatively a lot more radical than this
measure. but we didn't have enough foresight to
include this measure then.••
If the measure allow ing UMO as a corporation to
hold the license had been included last fall, it would
have passed easily, according to Murray. "This
time, they just added up all the anti-university
feeling, the gays. the streakers. everything.- and
killed the bill.
"A workable solution has .been thwarted.-
charged Murray . To give the Trustees control over
the operation of the pub. said Murra. would have
been "much more desirable as. I tried to sell it as a
control measure. but I failed.-
O'Meara agreed. "It would have helped
somewhat. but now we're back to that stumbling
block of interpretations.**
O'Meara was asked. only hours before the
House's budget votes. if he though; thc
anti-university sentiment that arose during the
debates could possible be an omen of disastrous
negative action to come in the legislature regarding
the University of Maine.
"I hope not.- he replied.
Apparently. much to the relief of O'Meara. UMO
administrators. The ('am pus. students, and the
,•ntire university eornmunit. it was not.
UMO S MAGAZINE
mash
roots
FOR LITERARY EXPRESSION
wants you'
and your expressiveness
In
Poetry, Prose,
Drama, or Art...
Deadline April 1st
S.A.S.E. 106 B Lord Hall
THE PINES
RESTAURANT
Maim Road, Milford
OUR SPRING AND SUMMER HOURS:
Fri. 4-10pm
Sat. 4-10om
Sun. 11am-9pm
Your Host and Hostess
TOM and GLORIA THORNTON
BING'S
Upholstering'
• 11
Company Have a
Happy Day
85 Center St. Old Town
Tel 827-7500
Complete Furniture
Repairing and Upholstering
FREE Pick-op, Delivery
IMENNIMMMINMEMIO
T & K SEAFOODS
Center St. Brewer 989-5209
Center St. Old Town 827-5571
FRESH FISH Live Lobsters
FRIDAY SPECIAL! 
From 9 a.m. to 12 noon
ALL YOU CAN BOWI
$2.00 per person
FREE COUPON
()NE FREE STRING
Per Person Per day
Expires lone 1st 194
Ale Pla ,
Banpon Brewer Bowling Lan;
WILSON ST. BREWER i
L To. 4,04-3,0,OM NM OM II= MEP MI MO
CAMPUS BULLETIN
BOARD
SPECIAL RATES
THE SAME AD
FOR 5 WEEKS
ONLY $20.00
SAVE 10,
LABREE'S BAKERY
sp,,alinng
 
in
dt.cordted cakes and
al:other bakery products
We deliver to dorms
Tel 827-2429
•••••••••••110-0,
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Flowers
and Gifts
.4111
-stk —2100
46 Main St Orono
CAMPUS
Classifieds
EUROPL - ISRAEL-
AFRICA
Travel discounts year
round Int', Stu-
dent Travel Center
739 Boylston St. Suite 113
Boston. Tel.{6171267-1122
Satisfy Your Desires
20°:-30':discount on
Stereo. Good deals, good
service. No sale tax. Call
in the evening or visit
Mark Sousa. 437 Oxford
Hall. tel. 581-7820.
For Sale: Clifton-3 room
dome shaped house with
1'. acres. Located on Rt.
180. Call 945-6965 after
For Sale: 1966 MGB,
perfect condition, cus-
tom interior, recent $300
paint job, rebuilt
throughout, 30 + mpg.
$1,300 firm. Don, 945-
6672.
Babysitter Winted-School
days-8:00-3:00pm in my
home on Bennoch Rd.,
Orono. 866-2518.
OVERSEAS JOBS— Aus-
tralia. Europe. S Amer-
ica. Africa. Students all
professions and occupa-
tions S700 to $3000
monthly Expenses paid
overtime, sightseeing.
Free information.
TRANSWORLD
[RESEARCH CO. DEPT J3P.O. Box 603. Corte ,Madera CA 94925 I
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Kim Holme and Joan Follmer of
Coll'in Hall were seen walking
about Thursday in 70° sunshine
caring scuba-masks and snorkels
Why? "We're doing a
find out people's first reaction when
they see us walking around like
this • 'cloud
survey to
Campus group working
••for marijuana legalization
What Amorphia'
.Amorphia is a newly organiied anipus
group working for the legaliiation of
marnuana and all intermediate steps to
that goal such as decriminaletation. Its
work also includes working with state
It 1:1.1ators. and the edueation of the people.
In its first meeting since being
recogniied by the Student St ii ate.
Amorphta established three committees to
work with the legislature. educate the
pe,qile anti raise funds.
Roger Buck. who appointed himself
"interim president or dictator... as he
termed it at the Wednesday night meeting.
outlined the work of the three cl,mmitt ees.
One committee %ill be V4 Orkin g it it h the
state legislature tor legahiation ut
marijuana. '•First we it ill get in touch with
Nugusta and get the voting records on tht
hills dealingit ith marimana that came
before the Legislature." said Buck. "We
will also sit: who is up for re-tlection and
the g0% t rnorship and work to get people
who are sympathetie to OW cause.
Huck said he plans to write to the
Massachusetts branch of NOR MI ion -
al ion for the Repeal of Marijuana
aw sI it hik.h had been working for
dt riminaluation in that state but later
lath it. Ht said he " as intent stt d in the
lobbying effort h% Mass NORM!, and how
it might be used effectiYely in Maine.
•.t.cond :-omnintee h ti sponsible
for , .rahlishing a literature center. and it iii
distribute pamphlets and books explaining
the marijuana issue to the public.
The third committee. in charge of fund
raising. will probably be selling literature
such as The Pingrower - Handbook. and
supplies for marijuana smi iking. including
pipes and papers. but excluding the main
ingredient.
.Another aspect of fund raising %%as the
idea of dues. After a short discussion. a
resolution to charge a SI membership fee
was adopted.
1 he idea ot setting up a Maine branch of
NUR'\11, %%as put forth at the meeting. Buck
said the idca would be considered and
added that the group was already aligned
with Amorphia in Maryland. which could
also supply lit rat to sell.
Buck said Maine was one of only four
states in the eountr% where decriminaliia-
lion bills came out of committee and on to
the floor of the legislature for debate. Of
the four. Maine. California. Oregon and
Vermont. only Oregon passed a
deeriminali/ation hill for marijuana he
said.
1% int orim president. Buck said he
would call for elections for president. %ice
president and secretary -treasurer in a
future fleeting attt r people got to know
e ell —.1—r. To the 24 people on hand. Bin it
announced the next meeting would be
Minch 20 at p.m. in 110 Little Hail.
tiNEMAM esortalli
CINEMA I
7.00 & 8 45
SAT , SUN MAT. at 2:00
ST CANBY. NEW YORK TIMES
GAGodycAllerL.:Diairl(eaton
in"Sleesper" United Artists
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Old Town tenants unite
to protest rent increase
hi Mike Gross
I hreatened with the loss ot heat from
their apartments. h0 Old Town tenants
have begun a campaign to fight an increase
in their rents and ill %CHIC dispute's with
landlord Chester Da% is.
he action sterns from a letter receited
by the tenants on Monday informing them
that they. had 10 days before an increase in
their rent would be charged. The letter.
signed by landlord Davis. stipulated that it
the rent increase was not paid that head
would not be provided for their
apartments.
Andrew Haskell. one of Davis' tenants.
began a campaign to confront Davis and
make him withdraw the increase. Haskell
charged the letter gave only: 10 days notice
when 30 days are reduired by lav,.
Haskell contacted Davis personally and
received no satisfaction. He called a
meeting of those tenants affected by the
increase and muted both the Bangor
Tenants Union. and Pine Tree Legal
Assistance to attend. At the meeting
Bangor Tenants cautioned the tenants
against not paying any rent and suggested
that the tenants pay the original rent figure
and begin negotiations with Oat is.
After conferring with Da% is.% lawyer.
Haskell learned that the reason for the
increase was a debt owed to the Old
Town Fuel Company . The company had
threatened to cut off Oat is 's apartments
In win fuel if Davis did not pay off all
undisclosed sum. Davis had contracted
with the compant to pat them $500 on
Tuesdat ut e‘ery week. If this payment did
not coy et: the total ttists for the month, than
a payment for the remainder of the bill
would be expo:led on the 10th of the next
month. 'this extra pat mem had apparently
not been made by Oat is and the fuel
company took action.
Haskell and the other tenants receiYed
another letter from Da\ is. 1 uesda% .
of informing them of an increase in
their fctil next month this was the 30 day
notice required by law but Haskell hi lit-, es
that Davis plans to "prorati this
increase to last month. *the tenants would
be expected to pay. the increased rent next
month as well as the difference betw ,.t it
the new and old rent tor last month.
Enclosed in the TuesdaY letter N cry ti'
stati•mcnts. One from Oat mss law yet-
informing the tenants of the new rent
charge and explaining the financial
problems of DaYis and stating their policy.
Haskell said that the policy stated that the
Old ltr.% n Fuel Company had been ordered
1)% Da% is not to provide fuel to ant of his
apartments and to deliver only. to his
home and store.
lo ease the situation, Bangor -tenants
Union adyised Haskell to have a legal
paper drawn up stating in it that Da% is
would proside heat to his apartments. that
a meeting between him and the tenants
would take place so that agreements could
be worked out, and that those with Year
leases would meet it ith Davis to negotiate
a new lease should that become necessary.
Haskell and other representatives ot the
concerned 
 
with the
nhts e
Old Town d Tenants
and
annigetewt law  tnyit.:,tii
today. to see if some
s
agreement can he
reached.
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The Sporty Little
Economy Car From
PONTIAC
SPRINti
#4.1.1001°F
DELIVERED TO YOU WITH:
-6 Cylinder - Sprint Striping
- Sport Mirrors
- 3 Speed Floor Shift
- Radio
- Power Steering
Mag Wheels
V
PONTIAC
now
at
KELLEY PONTIAC
699 BROADWAY
BANGOR, MAINE
I]
OPEN MON.—FRI. 8 TIL 7 SAT. 8 TIL 6
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The gentleman from Oakland: Lots of brawn, little brain
"They can't control now what goes on at the
University of Maine It's wide open. Dorms are
open 24-hours a day: they're streaking: there are
homosexuals and dope. People should go out of
school as clean citizens, not doped, drunk and
homosexual- — Rep. Francis B.B.Brawn,
R-Oakland. during debate over liquor control bill
in the Maine House of Representatives.
Wednesday, Mar. .5, 1974.
The precedent has been set. Rep. Brawn and
other legislators opposed to the UM Board of
Trustees' actions supporting the rights of the
Wilde-Stein Club to hold a gay conference on the
UMO campus. have indicated they will fight tooth
and nail to punish the trustees and rest of the
university for their liberal views.
Fortunately, a majority of House members did
not take Rep. Brawn's remarks to heart and they
approved $35.3 million of the proposed Super-U
budget. However, the vote was hardly
overwhelming as the budget was approved
only by a bare two-thirds majority—and not one
vote more.
We feel it would appropriate to ask Rep. Brawn
and Company a few important questions
concerning UMO:
If you all believe the students at UMO should
make what they do in their free time subject to law
because they are supported by tax dollars. don't
you also believe that legislators' free time should
also be regulated? After all, you're supported by
lras ICa  Editorials
Taking the heat off the 'heat'?
A clean, less controversial image for the campus
cops was supposedly the idea behind the Green
Blazer Corps which has descended on university
parking lots in keeping with the police program of
one ticket per resident per year. This transparent
ruse to shuttle the blame from the police to the
student spotter is called an effort to improve
communications by the police department. A
student will react better to another student
hanging a parking ticket on his car than to a cop
doing the same job. claims acting police chief
Reynolds. Well, the cost is the same and the
parking system no less discrimatory —but the
student safety officer force deserves a little
scrutiny for its own sake.
Supposedly. the force is comprised of students
working their way through college by posing a
minor aggrevation to the rest of the community.
They have no arrest power, and. The Campus has
been assured, none of them will act as undercover
agents. Their job is not to hang a rap on anybody,
but to take one for the cops.
 Commentary
We ask if James Finkle. a former-on-campus
undercover agent for the campus police
department. and later a full-time officer, really
fits the bill for the student—meter maid patrol.
Will students really relate to this man easier just
because he had traded his blue uniform or his
undercover costume for a green blazer? Can he
endear himself to Sigma Nu after busting several
brothers?
If the cops want to get out from under the
reputation of their inane ticketing policy and
communicate with students, they should abolish
the sytem which gives choice spots to faculty and
relegates students to the far reaches of the
campus. If the cops are interested only in
cosmetics, at least they could avoid a self-made
scapegoat as epitomizing the man students can
relate to.
Perhaps they might even do the job they were
assigned a $205,000 budget to do instead of
hiding behind the puppet student safety officers.
the very same tax dollars. Shouldn't you demand
the legislators stop drinking, smoking dope (or
taking tranquilizers), staying up all hours of the
night. and having sex? Shouldn't you demand
that legislators attend every session and every
committee meeting?
Sirs, shouldn't you introduce legislation to
organize a well-armed militia to police the UMO
campus? Shouldn't these guards insist that
students study in their free time and ask
permission to use the bathrooms? Should these
same guards make sure all students dress alike
and keep their hair under an eighth of an inch
long?
Or perhaps, sir, it would be better to turn the
UMO campus into a monastery so that students
can learn the true value of discipline and
sacrifice?
Should you not entertain legislation to establish
thought control at UMO? Wouldn't this be the
best way to ensure that no student thinks of
anything that is not spoon-fed to him be selected
instructors? Shouldn't students be required to
read daily quotes from Chairman Dick?
As a rider on that bill you also might suggest
that students wear special glasses which will
impair their vision immediately should some
errant streaker break loose from the tightly
controlled system. This would protect the
well-behaved students from viewing lewd and
mischievious events which might put strange
ideas in their heads. (Of course. the only just
punishment for streaking students is the firing
squad.)
Finally, shouldn't you hire Augustus
Pinochet — President of Chile—to spend a
semester in residence at UMO to advise the
administration on how to manage a fascist
government? Perhaps he would develop ways to
rid UMO of its horde of fagging students. At least
the record shows that he knows how to deal with
vocal minorities.
If Rep. Brawn and Company take offense at the
proceeding s'uggestions then we suggest they
consider carefully what they mean when they
speak of democracy. Denying homosexuals—or
any minority —their right to live lives
unencumbered by physical and verbal
harrassment is not included in the definition of
that word.
If we are to be the great and good people we
proclaim to be, then we'd better adhere to those
democratic principles we mouth so often.
Jeff Beebe
Massachussetts is not gentle on my mind
I has t. sufficiently recovered from the
strain of vacation to hit the typewriter
again and I would like to congratulate my.
fellow out-of
-staters for making it back.
Welcome back to the land of plenty. I went
home for two days and it was two days too
many. No. all is not well in the once great
and good Commonwealth of Mass-
achusetts.
Propsperity reigns at the pumps up here
in the boondocks and the incredulous faces
on three friends who came up from Boston
last weekend will testify to the fa.' that
Maine is the envy of New England. So let's
enjoy it while we can. Mainers. because if
the Arabs don't bend a little more and
break under the crush of our Yankee
Obstinacy. "we ain't seen nothing yet." as
Augusta says.
Dow ii home in Wakefield, the lines form
1t6,
instantancousls when the pumps go on and
he green flag goes up. They crawl on and
on. and like a dragon whose tail grows
while he sleeps. they do not shorten until
he padlocks go on the pumps less than two
hours later. The average driver waits
between 30 minutes to an hour for his
ration (using the term loosely) unless he
get% in line at a station that stays open after
lunch. where he spends most of his
afternoon idling behind the wheel.
And there is a guy in my town who runs a
"SURE" station and if you visit his pumps.
it's a sure bet you'll drive away with a full
tank. Hut the bastard is getting 6, cents a
gallon! -No Limits Here, But Sky High
Prices" says the six-foot sign on the
sidewalk. and he gets fined a token sum
es cry day, but gets 6" cents a gallon and 75
on weekends.
There's another gus VI ho sells only to
so-called regular customers and tells the
rest -Sorry. good-by ." Just that simple.
and he gets fined once a week, but if you
have been pouring cash into his pockets
regularly your bucks are no good now .
The point is the good old American spirit
of public service that came bubbling up for
a few minutes when the fuel shortage was
just a joke is now apparently going down
the drain. Now it's dog eat dog and bribe
him if you can. maybe with those spare
Bruins tickets, because what's more
valuable. Bruins tickets or gasoline?
Guess.
No, all is not well in Massachusetts. and
I wouldn't go hack anymore except (and
here's where my morals show) a good
friend owns a Getty station. and I can get
my tank filled without waiting in line.
I'm not proud of it. but glug glug varoom
I only get 16 miles per gallon and I can't
get from Boston to Bangor on my ten-speed
fast enough and besides the wind chill
factor would be fatal on some of those
Route 202 hills. No. I'm not proud of it but
Mainers will know w hat it's like in a couple
months when the farmers start getting
priority treatment. Just wait. Our turn w ill
come, up here in the boonies.
We've got another turn coming, but on
another front. We've got a score to settle
with a bush-league basketball team from
the University of Massachusetts.
108-38.
I don't care if UMass was saluting four
retiring seniors and was strutting into the
NIT again and was 18-4 and playing before
5000-plus fans.... The minds behind the
strategy of running up a score like that
belong in the gutter.
I wish Skip and the gang would have
walked out of the arena and got on the bus
sometime in the midst of that mess
because they would have walked pretty
damn tall.
The whole affair is a black mark on the
proud Yankee Conference, and the
Minutemen deserve some sort of official
slap in the face for shifting on basketball
and its fans. Tradition and history cry out
against insult and injury in any sport once
the contest in clearly won. and l'Mass has
grossly insulted sport.
The lifeblood of sports is competition.
not demoralizing destruction. Just wait.
Our turn w ill conic.
No. all is not vi ell in the once great and
good Commons% ealth of Massachusetts.
and its not a vers nice place to call home.
But ['se been calling Maine home now
since I breezed in from the big city to
autumns ago. and it's much more
rewarding than calling the Bay State home.
So when you see that bumper sticker on the
rear of a white '64 Plymouth Fury. with
Massachusetts plates. remember: it's only
political.
Oh. before I forget, beer in Wakefield
was selling for only $1 .29 a six-pack ($2.29
a gallon if your'e interested). You can buy
a case of 16-oz Schlitz for less than a case of
twelves at Quic Pk. There sure isn't any
beer shortage in Masilachusetts.
So if you can put up with all the hassles
you'll encounter when you head south—the
politics, gas lines, insane drivers. and a
s cry uneasy atmosphere—then you can
enjoy a cheap drunk. In fact, that's
probably about the only way you could
stomach Massachusetts at this point in
time—on a bellyful of beer.
iBut don't blame nte. I'm from Maine.
(Letters tope editor'‘• -\
Petition seeks change of command
To the editor:
We. the undersigned. wish to
express our extreme displeasure
with the Campus in general and
the editorial page in particular.
We would like to point out
that the opinions expressed by
Phil Mace are by no means the
opinions of the student body as
a whole. Yet people outside the
University community view the
Campus as being representative
of student opinions. This simply
is not so.
Unlike most daily papers. the
Campus is partially funded with
student dollars. Take away that
money. put the Campus on the
newsstands at 15 cents a copy.
and see what happens to the
good ole rag.
One of the Campus original
purposes was that it be used as
a laboratory for journalism
students. There are many
students who are required to
grind out stories week after
week onlv to see them canned
because the% do not adhere to
Mace's personal philosophy.
This is a waste of time and
talent.
The: Campus could be the best
public relations agent this
unix ersit.- has, with a little
effort on the pait of the paper's
staff.
Therefore, we call for the
immediate resignation of Philip
Jay Mace. and the election of an
editor who does not have
diarrhea of the pen. paralysis of
the brain, and the vision of a
bat.
These signatures were collec-
ted in one evening during a brief
spree through Hart, Oak. and
Corbett. Well over 90 per cent of
the people contacted signed the
letter, and rather enthusias-
tically. I might add. Those who
refused to sign did so because
they are opposed to petitions in
general. or because they aren't
familiar with the Campus. Not
one person said the Campus was
doing a good job. Listen to your
fellow students.
TerriBallou
and 106 signatures
Obviously. you know very
little about OeWspapers. The
Campus or the editor's term ot
°thee.
As a semor tournalism major.
Terri. you should know that
editorials are the opinions of the
ut, %paper's editors. The Cam-
pus has no obligati' 
 to be
•'representative.• or retlect the
fc w s and values ot any group or
groups. Our duty is to present
the news tairly and accurately.
On the editorial page we reserve
the right to c Merit Oft iSSUCS
Gay legal battle is over
Is the editor
It nias inters s; ;ow e-aders to
knots that the Federal Courts
hay, already decided that
e amples gas olgant/Jtions have
In tight to exist and tO LOX thl
t1:11% 5O1S 111.1,tt. .O.111-
,Iblt to an, Ottit r group on
Amin's. I he rules ant due isions
',Risked the: t nit ersay of New
Hampshire.. Unit ersity sit Geor-
gia and Oklahoma Unlversity.
This is not the first time that the
ourts in interpreting and
enforcing the Bill of Rights have
blaied the trial for those not so
well's ersed in Constitutional
law nor well-traseled in the
realm of lihert..
With regard to its decision
concerning the Wilde-Stein
club's right to sponsor an
educational conference on ho-
moseauality and bisexuality. the
board of trustees are to be
congratulated for safeguarding
the Constitutional rights and
upholding the liberty of the
club's members. And in the
process. perhaps. sparing the
taxpayers a costly and fruitless
law suit which might well have
followed a negative decision by
the board.
It seems to me that the
conflict surrounding this issue
stems not from the existence of
homose utak on campus or in
Mame. hut from the fact that
such people have joined
together in a Club and refuse
any longer to be victims of what
they know to be repressive
attitudes toward their sexual
orientation. It is this rejection of
guilt and self-punishment.
society's legacy to homosexuals
in the past, and the group's
assertion of a right to an
existence free from such mental
anguish that so ires those who
have been in the forefront of the
opposition to the club and the
board of trustees. Such people
remind me of those whites who
became posinyels iutraged at
and sometimes lethal to those
blacks who dared stand up for
Their rights and assert their
human dignity I hese people
pule:heist their own sett-esteem
at the expense of others whom
thes can feel superior to.
despise and oppress.
The ss 'Amine works out as
follows: "I mac not be so great.
but at least I'm better than
those homes. niggers, kikes.
etc.''
The Rescrends Gass. Frank'
land, and Bubar's authority for
repressing the gay person is the
Bible. But the Bible is also the
authoritative text for many
southern racists. And Bible
stories tell of the slaughter of
whole towns and peoples in
God's name. The Bible may be a
source of divine inspiration and
a w as of approaching God for
some. but in a society yy hieh
re spects the principle of
peratlon of Church and State
all its prescriptions do not has
the force of law. thank God.
I et me say, as a final word.
that already some students on
campus has e tried to make the
gay people feel guilty for
causing the university and its
students untold losses of mores
and prestige. and the threat of
violence lurks very near the
surface. The people of Maine
hate an opportunity at this
juncture to either push the gay
community back into its closet of
fear, guilt and selt-reproach or
welcome their efforts to achieve
that sense of human fulfilment
and dignity for which we all
stri%e. Can we dare take the
human alternative?
Gil Zicklin
Sociology Departme nt
lacing the community. We also
have a letters page where
readers may present their
views. We do not require letters
to be -representative" or to
agree with editorial policy. The
letters page is an open forum.
and we print nearly every letter
we receive.
Public relations is not one of
this newspaper's jobs. It you do
 
 understand the difference
between p.r. and journalism. I
suggest you request a rebate on
your tuition. The news is what
happens: not what people want
to hear.
You are utterly mistaken
about the' Campus receiving
student money. We receive
none. The Campus is supported
entirely by advertising revenues
eacept IOr 0.100 which we
receive from the journalism
department for providing a lab
used by about 65 students each
semester. The Campus is given
away tree. However. public
relations are not so cheap—
PICS. the university's public
relations arm, has a 5325.000
budget. II you assume students
par one-third of university
costs. each student pays about
SW per year to support p.r.
Don't clAk MC what you get for
your llllll
resign. My term eapires
March I5. will submit my
resigliatioll at that date. —Ed.
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Brothers called poor choice
To the editor:
In light of the DLS's selection
of Dr. Joyce Brothers as a
lectuter at the University there
appears to be a need for a
change in the process of
selection. It is obvious that the
DLS committee represents the
close-minded, socially uncon-
scious segment of the university
community. Otherwise, they
would not have turned down
such lecturers as Dr. Brown and
the three women proposed by
the Women's Groups. The
recent battleline drawn over the
Wilde-Stein controversy and the
pervasive ness of sexist attitudes
on this campus speak against
such a decision. A possible
solution to this problem would
be to have the student body vote
on the proposals submitted to
the DLS. Given the customary
social and political apathyof the
type of people represented by
the DLS the results of such a
vote might rather refket the
views of students who believe
that homosexuals and women
have too long been denied their
rightful place in our society.
Sincerely.
Daniel Frio
Grad students vs priority
To the editor:
I have no quarrel with your
editorial of March 5 regarding
the housing committee's ability
to make a number of
unfortunate decisions, but the
contention that graduate stu-
dents are unable to secure
private housing sounds more
than a little far fetched.
I find myself defending the
proposal by the housing
committee to kick out the grad
students in Estabrookc hall and
make facilities available to
undergrads. After all, a large
number of undergrads. sup-
posedly less knowledgable.
hate found it possible to exist in
those "roach-invested hovels."
and done so on considerably less
income than that enjoyed by
most graduate students.
It hods down to a matter of
priorities and logic, undergrad-
uate students are paying
through the nose to get one
degree from this university.
while graduate students receive
payment from the University to
add one or more degrees to the
one they already have. Graduate
students will eventually be
forced to stop being students
and venture out into the cold,
cruel world. God knows they're
old enough, so maybe the
University can be of more
service to them by forcing them
to make their own housing
arrangements and leave the
campus facilities to those,
notably freshman, who are
rightfully entitled to them.
Jack Bell
Letters to the editors must be received
by The Campus before noon two days
prior to publication. Please sign your
name, although it will be withheld on
request. 106 Lord Hall. University of
Maine, Orono 04473.
Campus editorial on numbers questioned
Iii the editor:
The. IDB •Tclluloid .1unk
Jamboree" rolls on. SO does iCs
refrigerator rental program.
Paul Kunsan Weekend, Talent
Bank. and continuous efforts to
pros ide a residence hall system
that fulfills the neAs of the
minority as well as the majority
of the dorm students.
When IDB was attacked by
Big Bad Billy Gordon. renowned
for his almost "20 years** of film
••resiewing••. for what he feels
is a poor selection of films. I was
tempted to write a letter to the
editor in our defense. I decided
not to because I felt most
students ignore him and that
amain(' who knows anything
about IDB knows that our
meetings, as well as all our
records, arc open to the public.
What linalle prompted me is
Sea, an artide. Hot/ sine
omPtlittee pla.1% the IIUMber%
A; 
 in the. March 5th edition
of the Maine Campus. This
article, written by Michael
Gross, a senior journalism
maior. is undouhtly the most
irresponsible use of the power of
the pen that has ever come to
my attention. Mr. Gross
ob%iousl% knows eery little
about the Unisersity Housing
Committee.
He starts the article by
inferring that the HC would
have converted Estahrooke to an
undergraduate dorm had not the
recommendations "leaked to
the outside world, something
the HC and its subcommittee
effectively avoid as a rule." The
suggestion to convert Esta-
brooke was one of mans
possible solutions to the
os crew% ding problem. that was
taken up by the HC. Incidently
when the sub
-committee on
oeLrer,‘%e ding presented it's
report the- Chairperson. Dean
Rid: out . said he did not like that
pant, ular solution. The student
membe rs of the HC, including
no sell. make re-ports at IDB
meetings, so the esents of the
meetings are. far from "leaked
out •• occasionally.
Mr. Gross goes on to say that
foreign students would be
forced to live in '*Orono's
roach infested hovels." Coupled
with the closing of Estabrooke to
graduate- students was the
opening of University Park
apartments. far from roach
infested hovels.
"Other precipitous decisions
by this committee display its
poor attitudes—the most recent
is the action to bring 200 more
students on campus as dormi-
tor% residents than %vele here at
the start of :lasses in
Se•ptember. 'The 11(
does not set admission ,figures.
The: Ad hoe committee MI
enrollment does. Be call1c ol the
freshman rcsidenc.% require-
ment the department of
Residential Life is required to
find Housing for these students.
Mr. Gross should be gald to
know that the HC suggested
abolishing this requirement. At
the very meeting he refers to
originally. they also suggested
limiting oyeremwding to ex-
tended capacity. meaning
roughly 300 less overcrowds
nest sear as compared to last
sear Which means roughly 500
less than Mr. Gross states in his
article.
Mr. Gross, you ask, "Was
Residential Life asked to make a
recommendation before this
committee?" and go on to say.
"If s•Is its words went
unheeded.- If you glance hack a
few lines vou•Il see that I said
he HC %ugge.tetl.- Who do
you supposed Iflut make
suggestions and recommenda-
tions to? D( is an advisors.
committee to the Director of
Residential life, the Director.
Ross Moriarty. is the Chair-
person of the HC. The HC
doesn't make rustic:les or rules:
the Department of Residential
Life makes the policies.
In your closing remarks You
make the bold statement—
"Steps must be taken to make
the operation of this committee
more responsive." I assure you
that many people here try to be
as responsive as they can. It is
articles such as yours that slant
the facts or don't escn use
actual facts. that misinform the
population of this campus and
make our tasks ey en harder.
Faris in the sear IDB. UMFB
and Panhel tried to publish a
competing newspaper. One that
gate cli.bs and organizations a
chanec to get its activities
publicized. The got out one
edition, and ran into financial
and manpower difficulties. The
editor of the Maine' Campus
contacted us and offered to run
a pull out section in the middle
of his paper for $80.00 a page.
Needless to say we couldn't
swing that either. I think that
steps must be taken to make the
operation of this newspaper
more responsive to the needs of
the community. If IDB meetings
were covered by a reporter. as I
have requested before, this
incident probably would have
neser occured.
Michael Baker
IDB President
per gallon vary significantly from station to
station—en those stations leased from the
same oil company. Orono residents although
admittint, they took what they could find most
often, sak. they shopped around for the cheapest
gas.
How, under a system of government price
regulation, does such a range of high prices
occur? It all goes back to May, 1973. The amount
a dealer can charge each month depends upon
his profit margins for that month. A station's
profit margin for May 15, 1973 is added to the
current wholesale price plus another legal
3' cents.: Differences in prices among stations
leased by the same companies exist because
these stations may have been operating on
different profit margins at that date.
Another puzzling aspect of the "crisis- is why
a consumer can pull up to one gas pump and find
it labelled "out of gas" while next door another
station's yard is overflowing with cars filling up
on as much gas as their tanks can hold. The
manner in which oil company allocations are
decided and what a dealer does with his
allocation explains this phenomenon.
Basically, the availability of gas at a station
depends upon how the station spends its monthly
allocations of gasoline. The Orono Exxon on
Main Street sells gas with a 82 limit per
customer. University Motors and the Chalet
Service Station downtown, Stillwater Avenue's
Citgo, Texaco, and Mobil stations all impose
limits per customers as well as adjusting the
hours they operate. All this is done to ration the
stations' allocations quota over a month's time.
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Price regulations and oil allocation nolicies
Trying to find out why gasoline prices are the
way they are these days is Ito borrow a phrase)
like trying to find tennis elbow on an octopus.
Trying to find out what consumers think of the
process is easy— "It's outrageous," lamented
one man this week waiting in line for gas at if
local station. He, like other Maine residents, face
price increases ranging from a penny to eight
cents per gallon at gas stations this week.
At those local service stations selling gas this
week, lengths of cars piecemealed by the
pumps—in most cases filling up to the station's
allowed limits and paying the price increases
that accompany the first of the month. Price
jumps have occurred the past few months since
the federal government legalized the oil
companies' once a month price hikes under the
President's Phase IV national economic policy.
Additional costs per gallon accrued this month,
though, when the federal government approved
a monthly two cent per gallon hike as part of the
dealers' profits. The additional two cents a
gallon is designed to keep the local, independent
dealer's profits up as amounts of gasoline
available to them go down.
Local gas station managers and owners
interviewed by The Campus thought the two cent
increase would keep their profits up. "Compared
to last year," explained John Hathaway, owner
of Orono's Main Street Texaco, "we're getting
over 50 per cent less gasoline this year. You can't
throw away 50 per cent of your operation and
adjust to it over night."
Under the government price regulation, prices
I T7
iilflTIPr
WIL
tilseniors expecting to graduate in May must
file an application for degree k March 15
•Ipplication cards may be picked up in the
Reuistrar's Office between 8:00 %It and
1:30 P.M.
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Hathaway of Orono's Texaco disapproves ot
the tactic of imposing quantity limits per
customer. "It doesn't work." he explains, "We
sell just as much gas per day with a $2 limit as
without. People panic. I guess, and store up."
His station limits its gas pumping hours to a few
morning and evening hours. Stillwater Sunoco
station manager Thomas Probert said he has
only imposed a quantity limit for "four hours
during this whole mess."
"The only thing a limit does is form lines." he
explains. "Besides people fill up on the limit at
another station, and then they come down here
to fill up their tanks. It doesn't matter who gets
it, when they get it, or how much they sell it
for—people need their gas. • '
Probert's pumps had run dry by the time of the
interview and he awaited the arrival of his
monthly allocation, expected by the end of this
week.
Some service stations fare a little better than
others under the monthly allocation system,
although none really benefit much. Some
stations are entitled to more gasoline than
others. Monthly allocations are based upon a
station's 1972 sales for the same month. The
major oil companies allocate a fraction of the
1972 sales. Certain companies such as Texaco
allocate their dealers 71 per cent of sales made at
their stations last year. Since sales per month
differed at each station last year. the amount of
gas a station is allowed differs this year even if
the dealers are getting their oil from the same
company. This is the reason Orono's two Texaco
stations—one downtown, the other on Stillwater
Avenue— have different monthly allocations at
different prices.
But as the downtown Texaco dealer noted, the
allocation he gets-71 per cent of last March's
sales—is still 50 per cent less than the amount he
had to sell at this time last year.
"When these allocations began," Hathaway
said, "we were led to believe that we'd get 100
per cent of what our sales were last year. But
_1
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isrupt smooth flow of gasoline to local stations
each month they've changed the percentage of
sales—its always decreasing."
Even though a Maine Department of Civil
Defense statement released last week estimates
gasoline dealers would receive allocations
amounting to 85 per cent of last years sales, most
Maine dealers received much less. Pamela Jay,
of Civil Defense, explains the 85 per cent figure
was an average figure for the major suppliers.
The figure was reached by adding up the varying
percentage rates and dividing by the number of
major suppliers. The 85 per cent figure, Jay
1/.17414
1
explains. was -something to give newspaper
reporters."
Jay said approximately five million more
gallons of oil are entering the state this month
over last month's 32.3 million gallons.
'It's hard to say whether more gas is coming
into the state.- she added. "February is a very
bad month for selling gasoline. More gas is sold
in March each year and March is a longer month.
Actually. we may he getting the same amount or
even less gas than last month."
"Bangor doesn't appear to be doing badly,"
she continued. "All points of the state are hit
badly—Bangor isn't any worse off."
Meanwhile, area station (1,A,q-, and
rommonalum
consumers seem to be bearing the crunch
grudgingly. Hathaway can't use all the pumps at
his station —the numbers on them don't go high
enough to gauge the high prices per gallon when
he uses them. He complained his garage
business is falling off, too, since the gas scarcity.
"Lots of people think the one thing that keeps us
in business is garage work," he said, shaking his
head, "but garage work and the number of cars
you have in front of your pumps is directly
related. People aren't travelling, buying tires, or
having their oil checked. Everyone's scared—the
whole economy in this business has taken a down
hill turn."
Stephen Hammann of the University Motor
station had similar views and added, "When we
do have gas, the lines are so long, we don't have
time to wait on the garage customers as fast as
we like. People won't come into the garage for
work if they see a line at the Dump. either.
"There's just no time to build up customer
relations,- Hammann continued. "and that's
important for our business."
Most dealers agree customers are patient and
are resigned to the fact the era of cheap energy is
gone—at least for a while.
"Back when gas was aplenty customers were
indignant if you didn't run right out," Jerry
Drinkwater, owner of Stillwater Avenue's
Sunoco. chuckled. "Now with the shortage,
they'll wait fifteen or twenty minutes if I have
something to finish in the garage."
Len Patridge, owner of the Mobil station on
Stillwater Ave.. in Old Town, noted. "Not many
people look at the pumps for prices anymore. If I
get complaints. I can't blame them. I think it's
outrageous. myself."
Customers waiting in line ;it two (4' ater gas
station this week expressed anger on one hand
toward the prices but were patient and eager to
get gas —at whatever price it was sold.
"I'm not too thrilled about the prices,"
commented one Orono resident as she shifted
her car into park for the wait. "But I'll put up
with the line to get the gas."
"What choice do you have?" asked another
driver waiting to move up to the pumps four cars
ahead of him. Another driver said she'd rather
pay less but was "lucky to get the gas."
Most dealers and many customers deplored
the prices but understood little about why they
were rising. "I think the oil companies are out to
get every penny they can,- one dealer remarked.
"That's a good question." said another.
"We've asked our distributor and he can't even
tell us."
"They never tell us anything:* admitted
another. He said the distributors just relay on the
messages from the oil companies "without any
notice."
Most customers thought prices were rising
simply because the oil companies dictated it.
And the future?
"I hate to speculate,- one dealer said. "I used
to think as the summer progressed things would
get better. Last month I felt that way —and then I
find out I'm being sent less percentage wise and
it costs more.-
Another dealer complained, "There is no way
to speculate with the little information we get."
Stoll by Kate Arno
Photos by Steve Ward
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The Maine Campus is looking for
two good people to fill the positions of
Editor and Business Manager.
For information and applications come to 101 Lord Hall.
Applications must be submitted no later than March 11. 1971.
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Caarrh rsoptiplies friir vinhIP 147.S.R rabnflariui. vim...
by lima Halvorsen
"ihre is an explosion of information
mos.. Yet instead of lengthening the time to
absorb it. we have condensed it,"
commented Asst. Registrar Earsel Goode
at Wednesday's session of the calendar
committee. Goode is chairman of the
committee working to develop an
"academically-sound" calendar for the
Icr5-76 school year.
Nothing definite was decided at the
meeting, hut faculty and students %ere
given a chance to discuss the proposed
calendars. as well as the early semester
system which is now being used.
The present system calls for fall
semester classes to begin immediately:
after Labor day and continue to Christmas
with no substantial break during that time.
Spring semester lasts from the end of
January to the middle of May with two
one-week breaks. The major complaints
with this system are directed at the first
semester schedule.
One professor at the meeting
commented that the lack of a solid break
in the fall is the major problem. The
student, and the facultytoe. ietd a break
after six to eight weeks. We Just can't run
at full speed after that''
Goode agreed and added that a sursey
conducted by the student senate indicates
that students. especially the upperclass-
men. were under a great deal of pressure
during the fall semester. Pressure cannot
be directly linked to the long stretch of
classes, but it is generally assumed that
this had some influence. According to the
sampling, seniors had the most problems
adjusting. There were also more emotional
problems and attempted suicides among
students.
A suggestion was made by student
senate representative Jeanne Bailev to
break up the long stretch by observing
more three day weekends. This may be
possible under a different calendar, but as
Goode explained it. the calendar must
comply v. ith state laws. To maintain
accreditation "we must have at least 14
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out the campus Look for the display
box in stores, laundromats and restati,
rants Or contact
DON WATSON, 90 5th St., Bangor Me
weeks of even days of classes." The
chairman added that "we just made the
minimum this year."
One professor objected that the
senator's idea would disrupt teaching
schedules. commenting if a class met
only once a week, like a Friday lab, then
sometimes that class wouldn't be able to
meet for two weeks."
The long break at Christmas was also a
matter of concern to those present
Senator Bailey said most students she
has talked to like has mg finals before
Christmas but dislike the long semester
break. "I found that the majorits think
three weeks is long enough. The'd rather
get out early in the spring then have a
six-week break in the winter. There's just
not that much to do then.''
Vice President for Student Affairs
Arthur Kaplan didn't sympathize with
Senator Bailey. In response to her
comments, he remarked. "Student
boredom. well, that's their problem.
Personalls. I had lots to do.-
The length of the summer savation for
employment purposes and summer school
sessions was also discussed.
A faculty member said "a great number
of student jobs arc tourist-industry related.
That means their earning days are fromJuls
to Labor Day. Those class are saered, and a
few on either side of them. Perhaps we•sC
gone the wrong way. in making calendar
proposals. We should begin later. end
later. and get a full week off at
Thanksgiving." He supported a one week
iation at Christmas and a major break
at the end of the semester.
Conecr"-g summer employment.
Kaplan remarked that ''I think if kids don't
hae a job by spring, they can't be too
serious about working." He doesn't see
any reason for rushing out of school early.
Bailey- retorted that "most employers
don't want to make a commitment before
May. The kids who get out of school the
earliest will get the whs.-
The idea of switching to a quarter
calendar was also mentioned. Chairman
Goode explained that while the suggestion
is feasible, there are certain objections.
"Administratisely." he said. "we'd have
to deal with three registrations and three
add-drops periods. Professors would also
he faced with the task of having to rewrite
their course material.- He doesn't think
the quarter system would eliminate the
problem of long stretches of classes
without adequate breaks.
One professor favored sending out
questionnaires to determine the attitude of
the university community. The survey
would present questions proposing
alternative schedules. By answering them,
the student or faculty member would
indicate "the values he holds most
important."
Next year's calendar has already been
formulated but has not yet been officially
approved. The tenatis:e schedule is: fall
classes will begin the Wednesday after
Labor Day and end Dec. 21. Thanksgiving
recess is scheduled for Wednesday. Nos.
20 through Sunday:. Nov. 24. There will be
a three-week Christmas break and two one
week breaks in the spring. Classes will end
in mid•Mas.
Management course
offered for women
I he trend towards increased opportunity
for women will he marked here at UMO
this spring sia aeours e offering speeifically
aimed at Maine's women executives.
According to Professor Gus enc G.
Alpander. director of the program and
management instructor in the College of
Business Administration. the "Adsaneed
Ss mposium in Management" for women
will be offered March 20- Aord 24 on
‘NctintAtia% c‘cnitlgs from H II) p.m.
,`` • ``"````••••
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Optional finals for seniors
supported by Senate
The Student Senate moved Tuesday
night to counter the strain of the shortened
semester caused by the energy crisis by
supporting a resolution to make final
exams optional for graduating seniors.
The resolution w as overwhelmingly
approved as a solution to the close
proximity of final exams, which end
Friday. May 24. and graduation
ceremonies. which will be held Saturday
morning. May 25. A graduating senior
could finish his exams a few hours before
graduating.
In such a situation, exams compound
tension already created by the pressure of
securing jobs. graduation and moving.
Most senators indicated that a final
exam—except in rare cases in which it
might raise a grade—is only a strain to
both students and faculty. This tension
seems unnecessary. particularly' -since
senior students are unlikely to benefit any
further from final exams, the senate
decided.
An optional final system for all students
with an "A'• or "R- in a course has been
FRANNY'S
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Shoe Service
I Rubbar Stemet
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-.401i0"
$1399
WR9PitEoti'S $ii 1 99
BO'SYsI $ IL
implemented at the University of
Maine-Farmington.
An ammendment to Tuesday night's
resolution permitting optional exams only
for those students with a grade of "C. or
better in the course was defeated.
Sen. Mike Elwell expressed the
prevalent opinion. "When you are a
graduating 7o.-nior and don't care if a "D"
hurts your transcript, then you shouldn't
have to take a test as prodding.-
The Student Senate, in view of the
questionable educational value of finals for
graduating seniors, resolved to enlist
student. faculty and administrative support
in urging President Howard R. Neville to
adopt the policy.
In other business, the senate recogni/ed
a recently established campus organi-
iation. Amorphia. The group is now
lobbying for the legislature's &criminal-
i/ation of marijuana in Maine.
Roger Buck. a representative of the
group, described the group's long-range
goal as total legaliiation. However. with
Senate approval. their lobbying will first
aim for decriminalitation.
The Senate also passed three additional
resolutions. A request for $200 to hack a
horse show to be sponsored this spring by
the Horseman's Club was granted. The
International Club was allocated $200 for
an upcoming "Bra/ilian Carnival-, and a
resolution was passed granting $500 to the
Undergraduate Business Council to finance
a series of five seminars open to all
students to be offered this semester by the
College' of Business Administration.
Senate President Tim Keating an-
- qinced that the Department of Political
CliCt is interested in staging a mock
Jhernatorial primary on campus in
!ijunction ith the Senate president and
.-president elections this spring. Voter
„nstration will be offered to students at
same time.
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Pul Gerardi. [second from right]
chairman of the Muscular Dystro-
phy Associations of America's
Shamrocks Against Dystrophy
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Sports j
Lady Cagers edge UMF
37-35 in season's finale
UMO's Lady Cagers edged past UMF.
3-'-35. in their last regularly scheduled
games.
Ahead 20-12 at halftime. the UMO
qunitet had to fight off a second half rally
by the UMF women which fell two points
short of sending the game into overtime.
Leading scorers in the game played
Tuesday night in Lengyel Hall were UMF's
Cathy. Verhille with 13 points and Val
Williams with 11.
In UMO's balanced attack. Deb
Westman. Cheryl Higgins. and Pat
Hamilton scored seven points each. Karen
Reilly and Data Dalfonso added six points
apiece.
Coach Rosalie Milligan said all the UMO
%%omen played well in a pressure situation.
hut she had special words of praise for the
play. of Hamilton. VVestman. Reilly. and
Mona Sy I% ester. "Hamilton got good
position. rebounded well. and intercepted
many passes underneath the defensive
basket.- Milligan said. And of Sylvester. a
freshman, the coach said. "Even though
she didn't score. she played a very good
defensite game. She is very fast.-
r 
-1No Car?
But you're going crazy for
1,eer & pizza?
call 866-3118 for delis ery to
'our dorm.
THE SNACK SHACK
N.At to Quick Pic Foodlar.d
UMO will go to the State tournament
with a seven game winning streak and a
9-3 record. Along with UMO and the host
team. UMPG. the March 14-16 tournament
will include UMPI. UMF, Nasson. Colby.
Bates. and Huswn.
Last year UMO lost ot UMPI in the State
finals. It was the second consectuive year it
finished as runner-up. Based on its recent
performances. UMO rates as a strong
contender for the championship this year.
but tought competition should come from
Husson. UMPI. and UMF.
The State tournament championship
game w ill start at noon. March. 16.
Summary
UMF i35): Verhille ). Williams 4 (3). P.
Linder I. C. Linder I (IL Am% eror 2.
Palmer t2.
UMO (37): RcUl 1 4). Higgins 3 W.
Westman 3 i I. Meservex 2. Hamilton 3
11). Dalfonso 2 i2).
1
RESTAURANT
Knox, Phi Fla continue
to lead Intramural races
Knox Hall xaulted into first place in the
dormitorx all-points race bx %inning the
ilormitorx dix ision intramural track mem
finishing first in hockex and second in
handball. Its point total is 474' :. Second
pkex is held b. Oak Han. 412' : points.
and Gannett Hall is third xxith 410' :
pAiints.
In the fraternit. American dixision race.
Phi Etta Kappa is far out in front uith
602' points. Its closest contenders are
Alpha Tau Omega. 344' points. and Delta
Tau Delta. 317 5 b points. The fraternity
National division leaders are Kappa Sigma.
323 points; Sigma Nu. 294' 2 Delta
Upsilon. 186: and Theta ('hi. 184.
Phi Eta fraternity all-points champions
the last four years, added to its point total
by winning the fraternity divsion track
meet and handball tournament.
The intramural squash champion is Jack
Butterfield. UMO baseball coach. In all
all-coaches final. Butterfield defeated Carl
Merrill. a UMO assistant football coach.
three games to one.
In the double elimination tournament.
Butterfield defeated Merrill in the finals of
the winners' bracket. Merrill went on to
w in the losers' bracket to earn the chance
to meet Butterfield again. Merrill beat
Butterfield. 3-1. to set up the deciding
match. With each haying lost one match.
Butterfield came back to win the
championship.
the campus handball championship
belongs to Phil Williams and Mike Puna of
the Chadbourne Jocks. The defeated Guy
Casa% ant and Robert Pare of Phi Etta
Kappa in two straight games. 2I-11" and
21--. Williams and Puiia reached the
LUNCHEON AND DINNER
SPECIALS DAILY
COMPLETE TAKEOUT SERVICE
STATE STREET, VEAZIE TEL 945-6500
NOTICE TO ALL 1974-75
STUDENT TEACHERS
Applications are now ready for all students
planning to student teach in the Fall 1974 or
Spring 1975 Semester. They may be picked
up at the Information Desk, Shibles Hall,
from 8:00-5:00, Monday—Friday, beginning
March 8.
U is most important that these applications
be filled out aid retsraod Oar !,tedenta.
Teachiag Office, 135 Shibles Hall, BEFORE 5:00,
MONDAY, APRIL IL
championship playoffs by. defeating Bill
Jordan and Brian Wolcott of Knox 2 (21-7.
1 7,21. 21-10) in the dormitory division
finals. Phi Eta defeated Alph Gamma Rho
01-1'. 21- 12t it, the fraternity division
finals.
Knox Hall won the dormitory division
hockey championship downing the
Cumberland Independents in oxertime.
6-4. Knox reached the finals by defeating
Hannibal Hamlin Hall. Oxford Hall, and
Corbett A.
Tau Kappa Epislon is the fraternity
division hockey champion. In the finals.
TKE downed Delta TAu Delta, 4-2. To
reach the finals. TKE defeated Lambda Chi
Alpha and Phi Etta Kappa.
Milt Hadley is the UMO one-on-one
basketball champion. defeating Colvin
Martin. 20-16, in a match held during
halftime of the UMO-New Hampshire
freshmen basketball game last Saturday.
Hadley . a 6'5- junior representing Oak A.
got to the championship match by
-defeating Tom Ball. Corbett 35. in the
dorm finals. Martin, also a 6-5'• junior.
represented Sigma Nu and reached the
championship match by. beating Doug
Shaffer. York Independents. in the
fraternity -independent di% ision finals.
Coming up: The intramural wrestling
tournament will be held March 23-24.
Deadline for entry forms is 5 p.m. today . at
the Office of Physical Education.
Deadline for the fraternity and dormitory
spring cone) ball applications is March 13.
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Bears have up, down season
as Warner sets three records
It was a year of success—and
disappointment—as the 1973-74 University.
of Maine at Orono basketball team
concluded its schedule Saturday (Mar. 2)
bv drooping a 6S-64 decision to the
University of New Hampshire.
The Black Bears finished the campaign
with a winning record of 14 wins and 10
defeats, marking the third straight winning
season for coach Tom "Skip- Chappelle's
quintets. In the process the Bears went
undefeated and won the Maine State Series
title outright for the first time since
1969-70. But the UMO club had its troubles
in the strong Yankee Conference, finishing
with a 2-10 mark.
In looking back over the campaign. coach
Chappelle felt some objectives were
definitely attained. "Winning the Maine
State Series outright was a great
accomplishment, particularly considering
the youthfulness of our team.- said
Chappelle. He also pointed to the fact that
the Bears won all their games against
independent competition. including some
victories over several excellent college
division clubs like St. Michael's and
Trinity.
Three new school records were set
during the season and —as expected all
three w ere set by the Bears' super
sophomore. forward Bob Warner. The 6-6
forward set a new single game record of 28
rebounds against Trinity. a new season
record of 350 rebounds and a season's
record for best rebounding aserage.
winding up with 14.6 per contest.
Warner's rebounding average also set
him high in the national rankings for
university division teams. He could finish
as high as ninth or 10th in the country
when the final NCAA statistics are
compiled.
His 433 points in 24 games gives Warner
a two-year career total of 860 and places
him 10th among all-time career scorers at
the university. In the past season Warner
led the club in scoring with an 18 points per
game average. in field goal accuracy with a
mark of .47S and in rebounding.
Other leaders include senior guard Dave
Anderson of Dover-Foxcroft in free throw
percentage as he hit on .14 of 36 attempts.
his last 15 in a row, for a .944 percentage'
and a senior captain Tony Hamlin of Milo
in assists and steals. Among those players
with at least two successful free throws per
games played, the leader was freshman
Steve Gavot of Orono with 69 out of 93 for
a .742 percentage. Gavett. a center. also
was the second best rebounder on the club
with an average of 6.8 per game.
LAioking ahead to another season. the
Bears fare pretty well. They lose Hamlin
and Anderson as guards but everyone else
is scheduled hack. That includes the two
high scorers. Warner and 6-4 guard Steve
Condon of Presque Isle. Condon, playing
his first season after transferring from
Leicester Junior College. averaged I I."
points per game.
Zak paces U1110
frosh to 12-4 record
Bob Zak a 6-b forward. led the 1973-74
Univ erstiv of Maine at Orono freshman
basketball team to a 12-4 record in the
season just concluded. Zak totaled 313
points in 16 games for a 19.6 points per
game average.
The 'MO Frosh, under first year coach
Peter GaStli • dropped two of .three games
to the MCI Preppers and single games to
the University of New Hampshirv Jayvees
and the Colby Frosh. They came back to
win later games against both UNH and
Colby.
Also included in their wins were two over
Bridgton Academy. two over the Bowdoin
Frosh. two over the Bates Jayvees. two
over the University of Maine at Bangor and
one decision over Southern Maine
Vocational Technical Institute.
Second highest scorer for the ear Cubs
was guard Terry Weeks who tallied 288
AG
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points in lb games for an 18 points
game average.
Others scoring in double figures during
the campaign were Tim Clough
fomard, 221 points for a 11.8 ppg average;
and Steve Fitzpatrick, a 6-4 forward, with
211 points for a 13.2 ppg average.
13 I 14: 14 A N 1)
"THE ALL BICYCLE PLACE"
GET YOUR BIKE READY FOR SPRING
—A good selection of new
Raleigh Bikes in Stock
—Quality Service and parts
for All Bikes
Mon —Fri. 1-4 PM
240 Hancock St., Bangor
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As of March 29,
the positions of Editor and
Business Manager
 
will be
vacant. Those wishing to
apply may pick up applica-
tion forms at 101 Lord Hall.
Deadline for applications is
1 PM, March 15, 1974
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Slamming room onh for Jujihn act
"EEESSAAAH!"
The scream filled the room as the man in the white
pajamas leaped. kicked twice and snapped too many
hand jabs and punches to count, landed and became a
completely unapproachable, hirling der t ish of undone
destruction. slicing the air with flat-palmed st eeps.
flailing fists and kicks in every direction.
Seconds before. Dennis Tract had been standing
calmk on mats Is ing on the floor of the Damn Yankee
room patientlt answering questions and outlining the
history of jujitsu to a group of about 50.
1-ark in the program. the black-belted Tract
explained that jujitsu is onlt. one branch of the marital
arts as are karate. judo. and kung tu. Juiusu is, as are
the other marital arts, a weaponless means of
self-defense. The major difference between jujitsu and
other arts is the deadliness of its execution. ['Act.% niot
is programmed to cause as much damage as possible.
"The purpose of jujitsu is to kill, maim or cripple."
lrat t deadpanned to his audience. — may I has e a
tolunteer. please?••
The audience tittered nervously and seemed
TAKE THAT— Jim Pendergist (left], a student
of Dennis Tracy's jujitsu school, shows fellow
student Chris Doumis why nobody messes with
;rim. Student Cappy Holt looks on from a safer
position. wicland Photo
by Bill Ferguson
adamant in refusal to one of its number.
but (-math one courageous student apprehenso ely
mosed out onto the mats. Fold to attat k in ant manner
he chose, the student within the blink of an L-t. found
himself on his back looking at the lights and, had
Tracht not stopped his finer jab. the t out h would not
hate had his sight.
During the course of the exhibition. each of the six
students from Tract *s school demonstrated some of the
mans S :mous techniques ins oh ed in jujitsu falls
throws, kit ks. escapes from holds, dealing wit h
weapons. attack methods and combinations of these
methods. each being brutallt efft t is Is. frighten in
lethal.
"1 trt to teach nit students to be aggressit e.•• I rat.%
said. "becaust if two equallt capable people square
off. the more aggresso e combatant will ts in. —
Tract • s Vk de. Kerry . show ed sonic e xcruciat mg
possibilities for handling attackers or molesters, and
expounded on the w omen •s kw of jujitsu.
'•Women are naturally more afraid of phtsical pain
since, unlike men. we are fru% cr exposed to situations in
which we are likelt to be hurt ifor example. football,,
she explained. "1 his is difficult to ot ercome. hut
possible. The reward is the feeling of accomplishment
one gets from tit crioniing personal fear and replacing it
with confidence.••
Asked how long it would take for a woman to be able
to defend herself efficiently, she replied. ''11 she took it
scriouslt .—to or three sessions a week— she might be
good enough to handle herself eight to 10 months,
Imo iding she has an as erage ph t sical capabihtt.—
The pain that Kerr% spoke about is real enough.
When a hold is applied. it Is done with sufficient
strength to makt the recipient either cr.% out when the
pressure becomes to much. or slap the mat or his own
thighs if the hold happens to entail strangulation.
"It's no game. its deadly serious and must be treated
as such." Tract asserted here are injuries as a
result and this tombined with the hard work ins olsed
makes for about a 90 per tent rate of attrition.—
lract has no timetable for progress among his
studcnis. rattles, hi' lets each person det clop at cording
to his ow n ahilitt and drit e. His classes include women.
middle-agers and sutungstcrs.
Toxxard the end of the session. Tract introduced
55 pound Chuck Holt who proceeded to throw a
200-pound toluntecr all ot er the room—and was
capable of doing much worse.
Finalk . a doubter from the audience asked how
I racy would handle a nioving opponent. armed with a
knife. Tracy armed the doubter ith a dumms knife and
told him to move towards him. Five seconds and three
kicks later, the knife went sailing out over the crowd
and the would-be assailant became a belieser.
Traet holds classes in Ellsworth and antoneinterested may attend. There is little formal structure.
merelt groups of people with comparable degrees of
proficienct..
"It •s tough. but the personal reward is gi eat.— Tracy
concluded. "I would encourage jujitsu both as a
physical and mental discipline for mastering jujitsu is
mastering oneself.**
